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Backbone-induced semiconducting behavior in short DNA wires
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We propose a model Hamiltonian for describing charge transport through short homogeneous double
stranded DNA molecules. We show that the hybridization of the overlappingp orbitals in the base-pair stack
coupled to the backbone is sufficient to predict the existence of a gap in the nonequilibrium current-voltage
characteristics with a minimal number of parameters. Our results are in a good agreement with the recent
finding of semiconducting behavior in short poly(G)-poly(C) DNA oligomers. In particular, our model pro-
vides a correct description of the molecular resonances which determine the quasilinear part of the current out
of the gap region.
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The attempt to understand the mechanism of electron
tion along DNA is the source of an intense debate in
biochemical and chemical physics communities.1 Solving
this problem is an essential step for the development
DNA-based molecular electronics. New insights to this iss
are brought by recent breakthroughs in direct measurem
through DNA molecules.2–8 Transport measuremen
through nanostructured systems are potentially capabl
addressing the basic issues of the conduction propertie
molecular and supramolecular aggregates. The aftermat
the realization of molecular electronics devices
straightforward.9 It is thus not surprising that DNA mol
ecules became the subject of an intense study concer
their potency to carry an electric current,2–7 and to provide a
scaffold for the metal assembling of highly conducti
nanowires.4,8 From a nanoelectronics perspective, the DN
possesses ideal structural and molecular-recognition pro
ties, and the understanding of the charge transport thro
DNA may result in the ambitious goal of self assembli
nanodevices with a definite molecular architecture.10

The hypothesis that double stranded DNA supports cha
transport as a linear chain of overlappingp orbitals located
on the stacked base pairs, already advanced in the e
sixties,11 received first experimental boosts only recently v
long-range electron transfer measurements.12 As far as trans-
port through DNA is concerned, the available experime
are still controversial mainly due to the complexity of th
environment and the molecule itself~sequence variability,13

thermal vibrations . . . ).Concerning theory, the most reliab
procedure to tackle these systems would be theab initio
quantum chemistry approach. However, massive nume
costs complicate its use for realistic biological systems.14 To
our knowledge, at the present time, only few densi
functional-theory~DFT! calculations for DNA molecules ar
available.7,15 In a parallel development particular aspects
the DNA transport phenomenology have been explained
mediated by polarons,16 solitons,17 electrons or holes.1,18

Such lack of a unifying theoretical scheme calls for rep
ducible and unambiguous experimental results that are s
great technological challenge.
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Recently, Porathet al.2 have reported nonlinear transpo
measurements on 10.4 nm long polyguanine-polycytos
DNA, corresponding to 30 consecutiveGC base pairs, at-
tached to platinum leads (GC device!. The measured room
temperature current-voltage (I -V) characteristics show typi
cal semiconducting features with a gap of the order of 1
Furthermore, the poly(G)-poly(C) DNA molecule has typi-
cal electronic features of a periodic chain, as the first D
calculations have indicated.7 This may support the idea tha
differently from naturall DNA ~complex sequence!, where
the sequence variability or the attachment to the surf
could lead to electron localization over very few base pair19

in short suspendedGC-devices bandlike conduction migh
be the relevant transport mechanism.

Motivated by such considerations, in this Rapid Comm
nication, we introduce a minimal model for charge transp
throughGC devices and show that the semiconducting b
havior of the observed low-temperatureI -V curves can be
explained by the hybridization of theG-G p stack with the
transversal backbone reservoirs. The HOMO-LUMO stru
ture, as estimated by Refs. 7, 20, 21, suggests that hole
jection into theGC devices might be fairly described using
tight-binding model by a Hamiltonian comprising thre
terms H5Hmol1H leads1Hcoupl. We describe here a sho
poly(G)-poly(C) DNA molecule (N530 base-pair long!2 as
three-band model given by

Hmol5«b(
i ,s

bis
† bis2t i (

^ i , j &,s
bis

† bj s1 (
i ,s,a56

«acisa
† cisa

2 (
i ,s,a56

t'a~cisa
† bis1H.c.!,

wherebis
† is the creation operators for charges with spins in

the G base sitei ( i , j 51, . . . ,N), andcisa
† the one in thea

edge. The latter accounts for the upper sugar group sites
possibly, for theC bases with the relative lower strand site
as schematized in Fig. 1.

Charges can propagate along thep orbital stack via the
nearest-neighbor hopping probabilityt i , or be hybridized to
a edges byt'a ; «b («a) is the energy level of the localize
©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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b (ca) charge. We have fixed the number of transversal pa
per central site to two (a56). Models with more transver
sal hoppings are all equivalent~via a canonical transforma
tion!. The numerical value oft' is then consequently renor
malized by the number of such transversal paths. The le
are described by the Hamiltonian

H leads5 (
k,s,n5L,R

«knaksn
† aksn , ~1!

where k denotes the wave vector, and«kn describes the
single-electron dispersion relation of then lead, measured
with respect to the Fermi energymn(mL,R56eV/2). The
coupling between the leads and the molecule ends ca
described by a tunneling amplitudeUk of the electron in the
state (k,s,n) of the n lead to the molecule-end sites,

Hcoupl52(
k,s

Uk~aksL
† b1s1aksR

† bNs1H.c.!. ~2!

The effect of the metal pad on the molecule is given
the self-energy

Sn52(
k

uUku2Gn~k,E!,

whereGn(k,E) is the retarded Green function for the is
latedn-lead, and the factor two accounts for the spin deg
eracy.

The transmission function,T54DLDRuG 1Nu2, is obtained
by making use of the Fisher-Lee relation.22 Here Dn

52ImSn is the spectral density of the metal molecule co
pling. For notational convenience, we write down the re
tions for identical metal pads,SL5SR5S. G1N is the mo-
lecular Green function between the two contact sites dres
by the lead self-energy. The calculation ofG1N can be pur-
sued analytically23 leading to

j0~F!

t iG1N
5jN~F!22

S

t i
jN21~F!1

S2

t i
2

jN22~F!,

with jN(F)5(F1AF221)N112(F2AF221)N11.

FIG. 1. Schematic view~left! of a fragment of poly(G)-poly(C)
DNA molecule; eachGC base pair is attached to sugar and ph
phate groups forming the molecule backbone. On the right side
diagram of the lattice adopted in building our model, with thep
stack connected to the isolated states denoted as6 edges.
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The relevant one-particle Green function at every site
the p stack has been renormalized according to the hyb
ization with the backbone states so that

F5
1

2t i
S G b

212 (
a56

t'a
2 GaD , ~3!

where Gh5(E1 i012«h)21 are the bare~isolated! Green
function for the three site classes (h5b,6).

The backbone coupling, Eq.~3!, controls the opening of a
gap in the transmission. This can be intuitively understo
within the standard treatment for the leads. In fact, for bu
electrodes, in the wide band limit, expressing the spec
density in units oft i ,S52 idt i , the transmission can b
written as

T5
4d2sin2~q!

@sin~N11!q2d2sin~N21!q#214d2sin2Nq
.

T is an even function ofF5:cosq with N resonances a
values of the molecular orbitals broadened by the dimens
less lead spectral densityd. For simplicity, we consider here
equal strengths in the backbone coupling,t'ªt'15t'2 ,
which does not imply any physical assumption if«h[0 for
h5b ~preserving the charge neutrality! and for h56 ~no
gating!. In the absence of such a backbone coupling,F re-
duces to the energy of the incoming charge relative to thG
base on-site energy and in units of the band width of thep
band,F(t'50)5(E2«b)/2t i ; the transmission of aN-atom
molecular wire is recovered.23 When a finite backbone cou
pling is considered, the energy is renormalized through
~3!, thus a gapDT is opened in the transmission followin
the lines of Fig. 2. In the absence of gating, the transmiss
gap reads

DT52At i
212t'

2 22t i , ~4!

while the width of each of the two side bands is 2t i , and
thus independent oft' . This behavior can be also unde

-
he

FIG. 2. Energy renormalization due to the backbone coupli
Different lines correspond to different values oft' /2t i , here«1

5«25«b . The inset shows the caset'52t i where the two back-
bone are further gated with opposite sign«65«b6t i . All curves
are antisymmetric inF(t'50)5(E2«b)/2t i .
4-2
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stood by referring to the dispersion relation,F(E)
52cosq, in the limit of an infinite wire (N@1), q being
the longitudinal momentum in units of lattice spacing. T
absence of electronic states between the two emer
branches, the HOMO-LUMO gap of our model Hamiltonia
determines the gap in the transmission probability. As
strengthen the intuition of this high reflectivity near ze
energies, one can regard our model as the extreme disc
zation of a phase coherent quantum waveguide with a
bone shape~right-hand side of Fig. 1!, where a low energy
incoming particle has a high probability to be localized
the side transepts.

The calculation of the current can be pursued within
scattering formalism,24

I 5
2e

h E dET~E!@ f L~E!2 f R~E!#, ~5!

where the Fermi functionsf n(E)51/(eb(E2mn)11) are con-
trolled by the lead electrochemical potentialsmL,R . Equation
~5! is a reasonable estimation for the truly nonlinear curr
when the bridge system is a finite molecular chain. This
been recently shown by nonequilibrium Green-function c
culations~Keldysh formalism! through one-dimensional do
arrays.25 Moreover, since we consider here the low
temperature current-voltage measurements from the ex
ment in Ref. 2~two representative examples are plotted
Fig. 3!, the fit to the current can be tuned by comparing
experimental differential conductance with the transmiss
function~the upper inset of Fig. 3 shows the calculated tra
mission for the data displayed in blue!.

Theoretical results, plotted as solid lines in Fig. 3, show
good overall agreement with the description of the gap
the molecular energy levels along the almost linear par
the experimentalI -V characteristics. Theoretical paramete
have been obtained by ax2 minimization overt i , constrain-

FIG. 3. Low temperatureI -V characteristics of two typical mea
surements at 18 K~closed circles! and at 3.6 K~crosses!. Solid lines
show the theory curves following the experimental data. The in
show the transmission calculated after the data~upper! and the nor-
malized differential conductance~lower!. The parameters used ar
t i50.37 eV andt'650.74 eV for the right arrow measuremen
and t i50.15 eV andt'650.24 eV for the left arrow~Ref. 26!.
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ing t' to give the observed experimental current gap. T
latter is principally induced by the couplingt' to the side
sites@see Eq.~4!# and reproduced into a gap in the curren
voltage curves as a result of the integration in Eq.~5!. For a
fixed value oft i the current gap is an increasing function
t' . That is why the smaller hopping parameters used for
fit to the red data in Fig. 3 correspond to the smaller g
curve, again with a gratifying match between the theory a
the experiment. The on-site energies have been assume
zero as to implement the presence of counterions on
negatively charged backbone; the consequent induced di
yet supports our fish bone construction. As a further test
the applicability of the present model, we have analyzed
position of the molecular levels by comparing the theoreti
and experimental normalized differential conductance, fi
ing a fairly good accord~lower inset in Fig. 3!. Note that the
gap in the blue curve does not show a pronounced volt
asymmetry as observed in other experimental curves, suc
the red data. The latter measurement was performed at 3
and exhibits a smaller gap of 0.8 eV. Here, we coped with
asymmetry by assuming different voltage drops at
molecule-electrode junctions~bias shift of 0.06 eV! as in
Ref. 27.

Let us now briefly discuss other possible gap open
mechanisms. Electron correlation may be a source for a
in quasi-one-dimensional systems, but for the experimen
hand band insulator mechanisms prevail on charge M
one.28 Here, we have deliberately avoided the weak-coupl
regime since estimations of the device capacitance wo
lead to eventual Coulomb blockade gaps of only fractions
the observed gaps; this suggests that if theGC device is in
the strong-coupling regime most of the gap is due to
molecule itself ~HOMO-LUMO gap!. Other possible gap
opening mechanisms have been excluded from our mo
because of their marginality to short~10 nm long! or low-
temperatureGC devices. In fact~a! localization effects due
to the sequence variability,13 ~b! twiston motions,20 ~c! pos-
sible static disorder or local defects,19 and ~d! dephasing29

are all potential causes that may concur in determining
absence of current in some of the recent experiments4,7,30

performed at room temperature on long DNA wires.
Finally, we would also like to comment on the observ

gap-width variability, even within the same sample at diffe
ent measurement sweeps. A structural fluctuation in
nucleoside distribution along the double helix31 may inter-
fere with thep stack32 leading to a recalibration of the over
lap integrals that indeed drives the gap width and induce
sharp change of theI -V profile. Moreover, the measureme
process itself may induce structural rearrangement of
double helix. The strong electric field associated with t
high nonlinear voltage drops can be responsible for a po
ization of the molecule. A possible insertion of ions m
result in different distributions of the on-site energies and
hopping integral, possibly locally, and leave a signature
the measured gap variability. Our fits show that a change
t' and/ort i at one site along the chain is sufficient to indu
such a current-gap width change or a ‘‘switch’’ in the sha
of the I -V curve,2 in agreement with the structural fluctuatio
hypothesis.

ts
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Further, joint theoretical and experimental work on DN
molecules would definitely contribute to a better discrimin
tion among the possible concomitant conductance mec
nisms, to check the influence of lead contacts on the dev
characteristics, and to qualify both the sample-to-sample
variability and its temperature dependence. New experime
may eventually be used to test whether low-energy states
be added to the transmission. This could be a way to ch
our prediction via, e.g., changing the interbase coupling
doping the molecule with metal ions.5,33

In summary, we have considered charge transport thro
a short poly(G)-poly(C) DNA molecule attached to nano
electrodes by considering the hybridization of thep stack
m

y

B
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with backbone states. In doing so, we have reached a q
titative agreement with data taken from the experiment
ported in Ref. 2.
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